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Welcome Letters

Cngress President, Vice President of the Japanese Assistance Council of Establishing Dialysis Specialist System in Cambodia (JAC-DSC)

Director, Eijin Clinic, Hiratsuka, Japan / Invited Associate Professor, Department of Urology, Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan
Congress President of the Japanese Society for Hemodialfiltration 2011 / Council Member, Japanese Society for Dialysis Therapy (JSDT)

Council Member, Japanese Society for Hemodiafiltration / Council Member, Japanese Society for Peritoneal Dialysis
Council Member, Japanese Society for Dialysis Access / Council Member, Japanese Society for Renal Nutrition

Vice Chairperson of JSDT Committee to Support Young Doctors and Co-medical Staffs in Dialysis Fields in Developing Countries 
Secretary General, NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International, Yokohama, Japan / Guest Professor, International University, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Toru Hyodo, M.D., Ph.D.

It is my great pleasure to organize the Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis in 
Phnom Penh. 
This seminar is open for the persons including doctors, medical students, nurses, nursing students and staffs who 
are related not only to nephrology and dialysis therapy but also all medical fields in Cambodia.
  I have the good news for such persons at this time. I belong to the committee of Japanese Society for Dialysis 
Therapy (JSDT) to support dialysis staffs in the developing countries. Cambodia is selected as the country that 
JSDT will support. The content of this support is to invite to the dialysis centers for 7 days in Japan. JSDT will 
support 100000 yen per a person for this staying in Japan. The travel fee from Cambodia to Japan must be prepared 
by him or herself. The selection of the candidate for this program will be performed by the recommendation from the 
dialysis or nephrology related association, the hospital or the university that the candidate attends to. This 
committee of JSDT welcomes not only doctors but also the co-medical staffs as nurses and other professions. Maybe 
I think that 2 or 3 persons will be invited to Japan per a year from Cambodia.
  The medical instruments and machines are very sophisticated and complicated. These devices are too difficult to 
operate only by doctors and nurses. The clinical engineer is the profession to operate such complicated devices and 
take care patients. The department of clinical engineering is common in every hospital and clinic in Japan. There 
are many universities that have the clinical engineering course as the faculty in Japan. The medicine cannot go 
ahead without clinical engineers in the present medical world. I am looking forward to seeing the faculty of clinical 
engineering in Cambodia. So I invited two clinical engineers “Prof. Naramura and Ms. Kojima as the education 
ambassadors from Japan Association for Clinical Engineers (JACE).

President of the JAC-DSC

Director of kidney center and surgery, Tsuchiya General Hospital 
Clinical professor of Faculty of Medicine, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima Japan

Hideki Kawanishi, M.D., Ph.D.

Dear Participants.
Congratulation for the second seminar in International University. This seminar will be informed the important 
message for ESRD field in Cambodia and South Asia countries.  
The number of patients being treated for ESRD globally was estimated to be 3,200,000 at the end of 2013 and, with 
a 6% growth rate, continues to increase at a significantly higher rate than the world population. In particular, the 
remarkable increasing rate was shown in Asian countries. However, the access to treatment is still limited in many 
developing countries and a number of patients with terminal renal failure do not receive treatment.  In order to save 
these patients, it is necessary to enhance the dialysis system, the educated staff and association of each countries.
Japanese Assistance Council of Establishing Dialysis Specialist System in Cambodia (JAC-DSC) was started the 
education programs of “Dialysis, Renal Transplantation, Clinical Engineering, and Diet Therapy for DM and CKD” 
We will expect to be built the cooperation between JAC-DSC and Cambodian Nephrology Team. 

ខ្ញុំពិ្ ជាមានយសចក្ើយសាមនស្សរកីរាយជាខ្លេំ ងយោយមានកិ្ ្យិសយរៀ្រចសំកិាខា សាលាអនរ្ជា្កិម្នុជាសរំា្រ់ Nephrology 

នងិការលាងឈាម (Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis) 

យ�ើងនាឯរាជធានើភ្យំពញ។ សកិាខា សាលាយនះគតឺបារព្ធយ�ើងក្នុងយោល្រណំងដចករដលកចយំណះែងឹយៅែល ់យវជ្ជ្រណ្ិ្  

នសិ្សិ្ ដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស្ គលិាន្ុរោឋា យកិា សសិ្សនសិ្សិ្ ដផ្ក្ឆ្ម្រ នងិ ្រគុ្គលកិទំាងឡាយដែលជា្រព់ាកព់ន័្ធដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសទំ្ាងអស់

យៅក្នុងត្រយទសកម្នុជា។  ខ្ញុំមានែណំងឹល្អសតមា្រអ់ក្ទំាងអសោ្់។ 

ខ្ញុំជាសមាជកិគណៈកមា្ម ធកិារសតមា្រក់ារលាងឈាមត្រចំាត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ (Japanese Society for Dialysis Therapy) 

យៅកា្់ (JSDT) ោំតទែល្់រគុ្គលកិដផ្ក្លាងឈាមយៅក្នុងត្រយទសកពំងុអភវិឌ្ឍន។៍ ក្នុងយនាះកម៏ានត្រយទសកម្នុជាផ្ងដែរ ។  

គយំរាងយនះគយឺធវើយ�ើងយែតីម្ើអយ្្ជើញអក្ដែលជា្រព់ាកព់ន័្ធយៅចះុកម្មសកិសាមណ្លលាងឈាមនាឯត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុរយៈយពល 7 ន្ងៃ ។ 

JSDT នងឹផ្ល្ ់100000 យយន៉ ក្នុងមយួរ្ូរសតមា្រក់ារស្ាកយ់ៅក្នុងត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុយនះ។ ន្លេែយំណើរពើត្រយទសកម្នុជាយៅកានត់្រយទស

ជ្រ៉នុត្រូវរា៉ា្ររ់ងយោយខលេលួនឯង។ 

ការយតជតីសយរើសយ្រកខាជនសតមា្រក់ម្មវធិើយនះនងឹត្រូវអនវុ្យ្ោយយោងតាមអនសុាសនព៍ើសមាគមលាងឈាម ឬ Nephrology 

ដែលពាកព់ន័្ធ កែ៏រូចជាមន្ើរយពទ្យឬសាកលវទិយាលយ័ដែលយ្រកខាជនកពំងុដ្សកិសា។ គណៈកមា្ម ធកិារ JSDT 

នងឹយធវើការសាវ គមនច៍យំពាះ យវជ្ជ្រណ្ិ្  សេការយីពទ្យ គលិាន្ុរោឋា យកិា នងិអក្ដែលមានវជិា្ជ ជតីវៈែនទយទៀ ។្ ខ្ញុំគិ្ ថា ត្រដេល

ជាមានយ្រកខាជនពើត្រយទសកម្នុជា 2 ឬ 3 នាកន់ងឹត្រូវបានអយ្្ជើញយៅកានត់្រយទសជ្រ៉នុក្នុងមយួឆំ្្មង្។

ឧ្រករណយ៍វជ្ជសាតសន្ងិម៉ាសុើនយផ្្សងៗយទៀ្គពឺិ្ ជាមានភាពស្មនុគសា្ម ញក្នុងការយត្រើតបាសណ់ាស។់ ឧ្រករណទំ៍ាងយនះគពឺបិាកសតមា្រ់

យវជ្ជ្រណ្ិ្ នងិគលិាន្ុរោឋា យកិាក្នុងការយកយៅយត្រើតបាសផ់្ងដែរ។ 

មានដ្វសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសដ្ែលមានវជិា្ជ ជតីវៈ្រ៉យុណាណ ះដែលអាចត្រ្្ិរ្្កិារឧ្រករណែ៍ស៏្មនុតគសា្ម ញទំាងយនះ 

យែតីម្ើយធវើការដ្ទំាអក្ជងំបឺាន។ ដផ្ក្វសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសយ្នះគដឺ្ងដ្មានយៅក្នុងតគ្រម់ន្ើរយពទ្យនងិគលេើនកិពយាបាលជងំទំឺាងឡាយ 

នាឯត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ យេើយកម៏ានសាកលវទិយាលយ័ជាយតចើនដែលមាន្រយ្ងៀនជនំាញវសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសផ្្ងដែរយៅក្នុងត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ ។ 

យ្រើោ្ម នវសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសយ្ទ ថំ្ាយពទ្យកម៏និអាចឈានជហំានយៅមខុបានដែរយៅក្នុងពភិពយវជ្ជសាតសន្ាយពល្រច្នុ្រ្នយ្នះ។ ខ្ញុំកពំងុ

រងចំ់ាវ្ម្ានននមហាវទិយាលយ័វសិវករយវជ្ជសាតសក្្នុងត្រយទសកម្នុជា។ យេ្ែុរូយចះ្ខ្ញុំកប៏ានអយ្្ជើញវសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស២្រ្ូរគឺ 

“យលាកសាតស្ាចារ្យ ណារា៉ាមរុា៉ា (Naramura) នងិ យលាកតសើខរូយើម៉ា(Kojima) ដែលជាឯកអគ្គរែឋាទរ្ូ ត្រចំាសមាគមវសិវករដផ្ក្ 

យវជ្ជសាតសន្នត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ (Japanese Association for Clinical Engineers) យៅកា្់ (JACE).

យោរពជរូនអក្ដែលបានចរូលរមួទំាងអសោ្់

សរូមអ្រអរសាទរចយំពាះការយ្រើកសកិាខា សាលាយលើកទើពើរដែលបានតបារព្ធយៅឯសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្យិនះ។ សកិាខា សាលាយនះនងឹជរូន 

ែណំងឹែម៏ានសារៈសខំ្នស់្ើពើ ESRD យៅក្នុងត្រយទសកម្នុជានងិ្រណ្ាត្រយទសដែលស្ថិ្ យៅ្្ំរនអ់ាសុើខ្ង្្បូងយផ្្សងៗយទៀ ។្

ចនំនួននអក្ជងំឺ ESRD ដែលត្រូវបានទទលួការពយាបាលយៅទរូទំាងពភិពយលាកត្រូវបានយគប៉ានត់្រមាណ 3.200.000នាក់ 

ត្មឹចងុឆំ្្2013 ជាមយួនងឹអតតាកយំណើន 6% ។ យេើយជងំយឺនះយៅដ្្រនយ្កើនយ�ើងក្នុងអតតាមយួែខ៏ស្យ់្រើយធៀ្រយៅនងឹអតតា 

ត្រជាជនពភិពយលាក។ ជាពយិសស អតតាននការយកើនយ�ើងគរួឱ្យក្ស់មា្គ លយ់នះ ត្រូវបាន្រង្ហា ញថាស្ថិ្ យៅក្នុង្រណាដា ត្រយទសអាសុើ។ 

យទាះជាោ៉ងណាកយ៏ោយ ការទទលួបាននរូវការពយាបាលយនះយៅមានកណំ្យ់ៅក្នុង្រណ្ាត្រយទសកពំងុអភវិឌ្ឍនជ៍ាយតចើន យេើយចនំនួនន

អក្ជងំដឺែលមាន្រញ្ហា ្រំងមយួចនំនួមនិបានទទលួនរូវការពយាបាលដ្មយទៀ្ផ្ង។ យែតីម្ើជយួសយ្ង្្គ ះអក្ជងំទំឺាងយនាះ យយើងចំាបាច់ 

ត្រូវ្រយងកតីនត្រពន័្ធលាងឈាម ្រគុ្គលកិដែលមានចយំណះែងឹ នងិសមាគមត្រចំាត្រយទសនើមយួ ។ៗ

តកមុត្រកឹសាជនំយួការរ្រសត់្រយទសជ្រ៉នុក្នុងការ ្រយងកត្ី ត្រពន័្ធឯកយទសលាងឈាមយៅកម្នុជា (Japanese Assistance Council 

of establishing Dialysis Specialists system in Cambodia) យៅកា្់ (JAC-DSC) កប៏ានចា្រយ់ផ្្តីមកម្មវធិើអ្ររ់សំ្ើពើ 

“ការលាងឈាម, ត្រពន័្ធភាពសា៊ាំ នន្រំងយនាម, វសិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស,្ រ្រ្រអាហារពយាបាលជងំទឺកឹយនាមដផ្្អម នងិ CKD” ។

យយើងខ្ញុំរពំងឹថា កចិស្េត្រ្្ិរ្្កិាររវាង JAC-DSC នងិតកមុ Nephrology ត្រចំាត្រយទសកម្នុជានងឹត្រូវបាន្រយងកត្ី យ�ើង។
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Welcome Letters

Masafumi Fukagawa, M.D., Ph.D.

Professor of Medicine, Division of Nephrology, Endocrinology and Metabolism, 
Tokai University School of Medicine, Isehara, Japan

It is my great pleasure to attend Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis in Phnom Penh.
I hope such activities will benefit the citizens of your country, not only in the availability of dialysis therapy, but also in the 
prevention and management of chronic kidney disease.

From International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan (IKEAJ)
Susumu Takahashi, M.D.

President, International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan (IKEAJ)

Greetings
It is my great honor to be able to offer greetings for this meeting on behalf of International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan.
Chronic Kidney Disease is a severe public health problem. It is recognized as a priority issue for national health by WHO in its basic 
intervention strategy for non-communicable diseases.
There are five stages of severity for CKD, from having persistent kidney impairment (stage 1), to a slight reduction in kidney function 
(stage 2), or a moderate to severe reduction in kidney function (stages 3a, 3b, and 4). Finally, as everyone is well aware, Stage 5 CKD 
indicates severe, progressively worsening kidney impairment, and requires life-sustaining dialysis or a kidney transplant. 
CKD patients suffer from serious symptoms and a high mortality rate. It is also a fact that in each country around the world, CKD has 
a major impact in terms of insurance costs, quality of life, and medical fees. 
I strongly convinced that exchanging your experience and knowledge of both Cambodian and Japanese people concerned nephrology 
gathered together here will greatly contribute the progress of nephrology research and treatment not only in both countries but also 
in other Asian countries.
I hope that this will be a very fruitful meeting for you all.

From Japan Association for Clinical Engineers (JACE)

Council Member and International Committee, Japan Association for Clinical Engineers (JACE) 1)

Department of Medical Engineering, Junshin Gakuen University, Fukuoka, Japan 2)

Guest Professor, International University, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 3)

President, Japan Association for Clinical Engineers (JACE) 4)

Dear Participants:
Congratulations for the holding of the Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis in Phnom Penh.
It would not be too much to say that routine daily treatment is not possible without medical equipment now. However, with progress 
in medical science, medical equipment has become complex, leading to an indispensable need for medical staff specializing in both 
engineering and medical science. Therefore, in Japan, the Clinical Engineers Act for clinical engineers was established approximately 
30 years ago to allow clinical engineers to specialize in medical equipment. The main work of clinical engineers in Japan is operation 
and maintenance of medical equipment, including life support equipment. Furthermore, a characteristic of clinical engineers in Japan 
is that they are able to administer medical care to patients as medical staff. Dialysis therapy involves the use of a dialysis machine as 
life support equipment; therefore, it is indispensable for medical staff to have knowledge not only regarding medical science but also 
engineering to ensure safe and efficient treatment.
We will be delighted if this meeting can be helpful for gaining knowledge about techniques related to dialysis therapy for participants.

Tomotaka Naramura, C.E., Ph.D.1), 2), 3)  and 
Tadayuki Kawasaki, C.E.4)

Associate Professor of International University, Cambodia
Sovandy Chan, M.D.

Director, Cambodia-Japan Friendship Blood Purification Center, 
Sen Sok International University Hospital, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Vice President, Sen Sok International University Hospital, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

It is my great pleasure to organize the Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis at 
International University (IU) Hall in Phnom Penh. This seminar is organized with Japanese Assistance Council of 
establishing Dialysis Specialists system in Cambodia (JAC-DSC), Japan Association for Clinical Engineers (JACE) 
and International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan (IKEAJ).
  This seminar is open for the persons including doctors, medical students, nurses, nursing students and staffs who 
are related not only to nephrology and dialysis therapy but also all medical fields in Cambodia. 
  The two dialysis related papers from IU will be presented in this scientific meeting. One is the paper that was 
accepted and presented in American Society of Nephrology, Annual Meeting 2014 and the other is the case report 
that was presented by two IU medical students in the 3rd Annual Meeting of Japanese Society for Renal Nutrition 
2015. Cambodia-Japan Friendship Dialysis Center of Sen Sok International University Hospital was established in 
2010. Our dialysis center is young, but we have accomplished not only daily clinical dialysis works but also the 
scientific and educational activities.
  I hope this seminar will benefit medical professional workers, students and the citizens of Cambodia

ខ្ញុំពិ្ ជាមានយសចក្ើយសាមនស្សរកីរាយជាខ្លេំ ងយោយមានកិ្ ្យិសយរៀ្រចសំកិាខា សាលាអនរ្ជា្កិម្នុជា

សរំា្រ់ Nephrology នងិការលាងឈាម (Cambodian and International Seminar for Nephrology 

and Dialysis) យ�ើងនាឯរាជធានើភ្យំពញយៅក្នុងសាលត្រជុរំ្រសស់ាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្។ិ 

សកិាខា សលិាយនះត្រូវបានយរៀ្រចយំ�ើងយោយ តកមុត្រកឹសាជនំយួការរ្រសត់្រយទសជ្រ៉នុក្នុងការ ្រយងកត្ី

ត្រពន័្ធឯកយទសលាងឈាមយៅកម្នុជា (Japanese Assistance Council of establishing Dialysis 

Specialists system in Cambodia) យៅកា្់ (JAC-DSC) , សមាគមជ្រ៉នុសតមា្រវ់សិវករដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស្ 

(Japanese Association for Clinical Engineers) យៅកា្់ (JACE) នងិ សមាគមវាយ្នមល្េ តមង

យនាមអនរ្ជា្តិ្រចំាត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ (International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan) យៅកា្់

 (IKEAJ) ។ សកិាខា សាលាយនះគតឺបារព្ធយ�ើងក្នុងយោល្រណំងដចករដលកចយំណះែងឹយៅែល ់យវជ្ជ្រណ្ិ្  

នសិ្សិ្ ដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស្ គលិាន្ុរោឋា យកិា សសិ្សនសិ្សិ្ ដផ្ក្ឆ្ម្រ នងិ ្រគុ្គលកិទំាងឡាយដែលជា្រ់

ពាកព់ន័្ធដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសទំ្ាងអសយ់ៅក្នុងត្រយទសកម្នុជា។ 

ឯកសារដែលទាកទ់ងនងឹការលាងឈាមរ្រសស់ាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ិ (IU) ចនំនួ២ នងឹត្រូវយលើក

្រង្ហា ញយៅក្នុងកចិត្្រជុតំាមដ្រ្រវទិយាសាតស្ ។ មយួគឯឺកសារដែលត្រូវបានទទលួសា្គ លន់ងិបានយធវើ

្រទ្រង្ហា ញយៅក្នុងសង្គមអាយមរកិស្ើពើ Nephrology យៅក្នុងកចិត្្រជុតំ្រចំាឆំ្្ 2014 នងិមយួយទៀ្គជឺា

របាយការណដ៍ែលត្រូវបានយធវើ្រទ្រង្ហា ញយោយនសិ្សិ្ ដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតសច្នំនួ២រ្ូររ្រសស់ាកល

វទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ិ (IU) យៅក្នុងកចិត្្រជុយំលើកទើ 3 នននាឯត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុសតមា្រឆំ្់្ 2015 Renal ស្ើពើអាហា

រ្ូរ្្ថម្ភសតមា្រ់្ តមងយនាម ។ មជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមមិ្ ភ្ាពកម្នុជាជ្រ៉នុននមន្ើរយពទ្យសាកលវទិយា

លយ័អនរ្ជា្ដិសនសខុត្រូវបាន្រយងកត្ី យ�ើងក្នុងឆំ្្ 2010។ យទាះ្រើជាមជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមរ្រស់

យយើងយៅមានវយ័យក្មងដមនពិ្  ក្៏រ៉ដុនយ្យើងបានសយតមចកចិក្ារមកជាយតចើន មនិត្មឹដ្សកម្មភាព

លាងឈាមនាឯមន្ើរពយិសាធនត៍្រចំាន្ងៃ្រ៉យុណាណ ះយទ ដ្មទំាងមានសកម្មភាពដផ្ក្វទិយាសាតសន្ងិការ

អ្ររ់ផំ្ងដែរ។ 

ខ្ញុំសង្មឹថាសកិាខា សាលាយនះអាចផ្ល្អ់្្ថត្រយោជនយ៍ៅែល្់រគុ្គលកិដែលមានជនំាញដផ្ក្យវជ្ជសាតស្ 

សសិ្សនសិ្សិ្ នងិត្រជាពលរែឋាកម្នុជាទំាងមរូល។
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The Cambodian and International 
Seminar for Nephrology and Dialysis 

2015 Preliminary Program

8:30-9:00 Registration

9:00-9:10 Opening Ceremony

9:10-10:10 Cambodian and Japanese Oral Presentations
 1:  Thim Pich Thida and Rith Susan (Medical Students, IU, Cambodia): Introduction 

to Maintenance Haemodialysis for a Poor Cambodian Patient: The Nutritional 
Status Under the Present Dialysis Condition 

 2:  Dr. Sovandy Chan (IU, Cambodia): The Dialysate Purification and Introduction of 
High Flux Dialyzers in Cambodia

 3:  Prof. Toru Hyodo (Eijin Clinic & Kitasato University, Japan): A Simple Method of  
Dietary Management for Glycemic Control in Diabetic Hemodialysis Patients: The  
Usefulness of Basic Carbohydrate Counting

 
10:10-10:35  Japanese Assistance Council of establishing Dialysis Specialists system in 

Cambodia (JAC-DSC) Education Lecture 1
 Prof. Kenichi Kokubo: Principles and Methods of Hemodialysis (Kitasato University,
                       Japan)
  
10:35-11:00 Nipro Corporation Industrial Seminar
 Mr. Kaname Sadahiro (Nipro Corporation) : Dialysis Machine & Medical Devices of
                      Nipro Corporation
 
11:00-11:15 Break

Date:September 22, 2015 

Venu: International University (IU): No 89-95, St.1984-1911. Phnom Penh Thmey, 
Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

11:15-12:00 Special Education Lecture
 Prof. Masafumi Fukagawa(Tokai University, Japan): Prevention and Management of  
 Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)

12:00-12:10 Break

12:10-13:00 DKSH Cambodia (Roche) Luncheon Seminar 
 Prof. Hideki Kawanishi (Tsuchiya General Hospital): Anemia Management for CKD

13:00-13:10 Break

13:10-13:35 International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan (IKEAJ) Lecture
  Mr. Nobuo Ito (IKEAJ, Japan): CKD Screening Program in Japan  ---  Activities of  

 IKEAJ ---

13:35-14:25 Japan Association for Clinical Engineers Education Lectures
 Ms. Moe Kojima (Tokai University Oiso Hospital, Japan): The Role of Clinical 
                      Engineer as a Profession
 Prof. Tomotaka Naramura (Junshin Gakuen University, Japan): Dialysis Fluid 
                      Purification

14:25-14:50  JAC-DSC Education Lecture 2
 Dr. Kanenori Maeda (Maeda Clinic, Japan): Long-hour Hemodialysis

14:50-15:05 Break

15:05-15:30 JAC-DSC Education Lecture 3
 Dr. Minoru Ito (Yabuki Hospital, Japan): The Nutritional Assessment of Dialysis   
 Patients using a Malnutrition-Inflammation Score (MIS)

15:30-15:55 JAC-DSC Education Lecture 4
 Prof. Toshihide Naganuma (Osaka City University Hospital, Japan): Vascular Access
  
15:55-16:00 Closing Remarks

16:00-16:30	 Delivery	of	Certifications	to	All	Audience
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Abstracts

Introduction to Maintenance 
Hemodialysis for a Poor Cambodian 
Patient: The Nutritional Status Under 
the Present Dialysis Condition. 

1) Thim Pich Thida MS, 1) Rith Susan MS, 2) Yim 
Sovannbophea MD, 2) Som Leakhena MD, 1, 2) 
Sovandy Chan MD, 2, 3) Haruki Wakai MD, 2, 3) 
Toshihide Naganuma MD, 2, 3) Kenichi Kokubo PhD, 
2, 3) Toru Hyodo MD, 2, 3) Kazunari Yoshida MD, 2, 
3) Hideki Kawanishi MD, 3) Yukie Kitajima RD, 3) 
Satoko Tamura RD, 1, 2) Sabo Ojano MD

1) School of Medicine, International University, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
2) Cambodia-Japan Friendship Blood Purification 
Center, Sen Sok International University Hospital 
(SSIUH), Phnom Penh, Cambodia 
3) Japanese Assistance Council of establishing Dia-
lysis Specialists system in Cambodia (JAC-DSC), 
Tokyo, Japan 

[Background] 
People living in Phnom Penh earn an average of 
$100-$250 a month for government salary, and 
the hemodialysis (HD) costs $45-60 per time in 
2015. In Cambodia, patients are responsible for 
all medical costs. Thus, HD is not fully accessed 
for low-income patients. In this study, we are 
reporting the nutritional and psychological status 
of a poor female patient who has been receiving 
HD supported financially by her neighbors.
[Case] 
A 56-year-old non-diabetic female patient was 
given a diagnosis of the end stage renal disease 
(ESRD) on November 22, 2014. A local physician 
suggested HD, but it was not performed because 
of the unaffordable cost. Owing to her neighbor’s 
financial donation, she was able to receive HD. At 
the end of December, approximately $1,500 has 
been donated. From November 29, 2014 to May 
15, 2015, 26 times of dialysis were performed at 

SSIU Hospital . The interval between each 
dialysis was 4-7 days. The predialysis data on 
November 29, 2014 were: Creatinine 12.0 mg/dl, 
Blood urea 209 mg/dl, Hematocrit 28.7%, and 
Potassium 3.7 mmol/l. The predialysis data on 
May 15, 2015 were: Creatinine 10.1 mg/dl, Blood 
urea 118 mg/dl, Hematocrit 21.4%, Phosphorus 
4.4 mmol/l, Albumin 4.3 g/dl, SGA (Subjective 
Global Assessment) B, and CESD-R (Center for 
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale Revised) 
25/60. After receiving HD, her Blood Urea level 
decreases to 28 mg/dl. No erythropoietin was 
available due to the financial problems. Dialysis 
time was 4 hours from November 2014 until April 
2015 but 6 hours long dialysis started from May 
2015.
[Discussion]
Nutritional status was assessed using bioche-
mical values and SGA questionnaires, and the 
psychological status CESD-R questionnaires; 
leading to the final conclusion, the patient is 
moderately malnourished and slightly depressed. 
No signif icant di f ference was detected for 
biochemical profiles with the exception of He-
matocrit, while SGA and CESD-R results were 
unsatisfactory. Many studies have reported the 
enough dialysis dose is needed to keep good nutri-
tional status. The 2 times 4 hours dialysis per a 
week is common in the Southeast Asian deve-
loping countries. In improving nutritional status, 
six-hour dialysis is thought to be more beneficial 
than four-hour dialysis. The improvement of de-
pressive status needs the further observation for 
this case.  
[Conclusion]
Hence, introduction of six-hour dialysis to deve-
loping countries is extremely crucial. 

Abstracts

ការអនវុត្តនក៍ារលាងឈាមលលលើអ្នកជងំជឺនជាតិខ្មែរខែលមានជវីភាព្វ្ះខាត៖ 
ការវាយតំលលលលើស្ថា នភាពអាហាររូបតថាម្ភនងិផ្លូ វចិត្តរបសអ់្នកជងំលឺាងឈាម

១) ធឹម យពតជធើតា MS,  ១) រទិ្ធ ស៊ារូសាន MS,  ២) យមឹ ចាន់្ររូផា MD,  

២) ស ំលកខាណិា MD,  ១,២) ចាន់ សវុណណឌើ MD,  ២,៣) ហារគិុ វា៉ា នក 

MD,  ២,៣) រ្ូសើហាយ ណាហាក នរូម៉ា MD,  ២,៣) យកងអុើជិ កុគរូ្ររូ PhD,  

២,៣) ្រូរុ េ្យយ៉រូែរូ MD,  ២,៣) កាស៊ាណុារី យ៉រូសុើោ MD, ២,៣) េុើយឌគើ 

កាវា៉ា នើសុើ MD,  ៣) យរូគើ គើតាជតីម៉ា RD,  ៣) សាតាគរូ តាមរូរា៉ា RD,  

១,២)   សា្ររូ អរូេសាណរូ MD 

១) សាកលវទិយាលយ័ អនរ្ជា្,ិ ភ្យំពញ, ត្រយទសកម្នុជា 

២) មជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមកម្នុជា-ជ្រ៉នុ, មន្ើរយពទ្យសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ ិ

ដសនសខុ (SSIU), ភ្យំពញ, ត្រយទសកម្នុជា 

៣) តកមុ្រតឹកសាផ្ល្ជ់នំយួពើជ្រ៉នុក្នុងការ្រយងកត្ី ត្រពន័្ធឯកយទសលាងឈាមក្នុង 

ត្រយទសកម្នុជា (JAC-DSC), ្រូក្យបូ, ត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ

លសចក្តើលផ្តមី

ត្រជាជនរសយ់ៅក្នុងទើកតុងភ្យំពញទទលួបានតបាកយ់្រៀវ្្សជាមធ្យម ១០០-២៥០ 

ែលុាលេ។ ក្នុងឆំ្្២០១៥, អក្ជងំតឺ្រូវចណំាយត្រមាណ ៤៥-៦០ ែលុាលេ  

ក្នុងការលាងឈាមមង្។ ក្នុងត្រយទសកម្នុជា  អក្ជងំតឺ្រូវទទលួខសុត្រូវន្លេ 

ពយាបាលយោយខលេលួនឯង។ ែរូយចះ្យេើយអក្ជងំដឺែលមានតបាកក់នតមទា្រ មាន 

ការពបិាកក្នុងការទទលួយកការលាងឈាម។ ក្នុងការសកិសាយនះ យយើងនងឹ្រង្ហា ញ

អពំើសា្ថ នភាពអាហាររ្ូរ្្ថម្ភ នងិផ្លេបូវចិ្ រ្្រសអ់ក្ជងំកឺើតតកម្ាកដ់ែលយធវើការពយាបាល

យោយការលាងឈាមយតកាមការឧ្រ្្ថម្ភពើអក្ជិ្ តាខា ងរ្រសោ់្។់

ស្ថា នភាពអ្នកជងំឺ

អក្ជងំយឺភទតសើអាយ៥ុ៦ឆំ្្ ោ្ម នត្រវ្្យិលើសឈាម ត្រូវបានយធវើយរាគវនិចិ្យ័យ�ើញ

ថាមានជងំឺ្ តមងយ់នាមែណំាកក់ាលចងុយតកាយ(ESRD) ក្នុងន្ងៃទើ២២  

ដខវចិ្កិា ឆំ្្២០១៤។ យលាកតគរូយពទ្យយស្ើយអាយោ្ព់យាបាលយោយការលាង

ឈាម ដ្ោ្ម់និមានលទ្ធភាពតគ្រត់ោន។់ ្រន្ា្រព់ើទទលួបានជនំយួពើអក្ 

ជិ្ ខ្ងរ្រសោ់្់ ោ្ក់ប៏ានទទលួការពយាបាលយោយការលាងឈាម។ 

ោ្ប់ានទទលួការឧ្រ្្ថម្ភសរ្ុរចនំនួ ១៥០០ែលុាលេ  

យ្រើគិ្ គិ្ មកែលច់ងុដខធ្បូ។ ចា្រពន់្ងៃទើ២៩ ដខវចិ្កិា ឆំ្្២០១៤ រេរ្ូ ែល ់

ន្ងៃទើ១៥ ដខឧសភា ឆំ្្២០១៥, ោ្ទ់លួបានការលាងឈាម ២៦ែង 

យៅក្នុងមជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមកម្នុជា-ជ្រ៉នុ, មន្ើរយពទ្យសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្

ជា្ដិសនសខុ (SSIU)។ ចយនាលេ ះពើការលាងឈាមមង្ៗជាមធ្យមមានរយៈពល 

៤-៧ ន្ងៃ។ លទ្ធផ្លវភិាគឈាម មនុយធវើការលាងឈាមក្នុងន្ងៃទើ២៩ ដខវចិ្កិា 

ឆំ្្២០១៤៖ Creatinine 12mg/dl, Blood urea nitrogen 209mg/dl,  

Hematocrit 28.7%, and Potassium 3.7mmol/l។ លទ្ធផ្លវភិាគឈាម 

មនុយធវើការលាងឈាមក្នុងន្ងៃទើ១៥ ដខឧសភា    ឆំ្្២០១៥៖ Creatinine 

1០.1mg/dl, Blood urea nitrogen 118mg/dl, Hematocrit 21.4%,  

Phosphorus 4.4mmol/l, and Albumin 4.3g/dl។ 

លទ្ធផ្លរ្រសS់ubjective Global Assessment (SGA) គឺ B និង រ្រស ់

Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale Revised  

(CESD-R) គឺ ២៥/៦០។ ្រន្ា្រព់ើយធវើការលាងឈាម លទ្ធផ្ល Blood  

urea nitrogen 28mg/dl។ ោ្មិ់នបានយត្រើ Erythropoietin យទ 

យោយោ្ម់និមានលទ្ធភាព។ រយះយពលននការលាងឈាមមង្គឺ ៤ យម៉ាង 

យេើយចា្រពើ ដខឧសភា ឆំ្្២០១៥ រយះយពលននការលាងឈាមមង្គឺ ៦ 

យម៉ាង។  

ការពភិាកសា

សា្ថ នភាពអាហាររ្ូរ្្ថម្ភនងិផ្លេបូវចិ្ ត្្រូវបានវាយ្នមលេយោយត្រយរើលទ្ធផ្លវភិាគ

ឈាម   កតមងសនំរួSGA នងិកតមងសនំរួCESD-R។ សរ្ុរមក អក្ជងំឺ 

មានកងវះអាហាររ្ូរ្្ថម្ភកតមិ្ មធ្យម នងិ មានការបាកទ់កឹចិ្ ក្តមិ្ មធ្យម ។ 

ចយំពាះលទ្ធផ្លវភិាគឈាម យយើងយ�ើញថាមនិមានភាពដត្រត្រលួខ្លេំ ងគរួយអាយ

ក្ស់មា្គ លយ់ទ យលើកដលងដ្្នមលេ Hematocrit គធឺាលេ កច់ះុខ្លេំ ង។ 

រឯីលទ្ធផ្លរ្រសS់GAនងិCESD-R វញិ គមឺនិសរូវល្អយ�ើយ។ 

មានការសកិសាជាយតចើនបានយលើកយ�ើងថាការលាងឈាមយអាយបានតគ្រត់ោនគ់ឺ 

សខំ្នណាសក់្នុងការរកសាសា្ថ នភាពអាហាររ្ូរ្្ថម្ភយអាយមានលនំងឹ។ 

ជាទរូយៅយៅក្នុងត្រយទសកពំងុ អភវិឌ្ឍន៍ ការលាងឈាម ៤យម៉ាងក្នុង១ែង 

នងិ២ែងក្នុងមយួសប្ាេ ៍គតឺ្រូវបានអនវុ្។្ ក្នុងការរកសា 

សា្ថ នភាពអាហាររ្ូរ្្ថម្ភយអាយបានល្អ ការលាងឈាម 

៦យម៉ាងក្នុង១ែងគមឺានអ្្ថត្រយោជន៍ ជាងការលាងឈាម៤យម៉ាងក្នុង១ែង ។ 

ចយំពាះការយធវើយអាយត្រយសើរយ�ើងននសា្ថ នភាពផ្លេបូវចិ្ គ្ឺ 

ត រ្ូវការតសាវតជាវ្រដន្ថមយទៀ្ ។

សរុបលសចក្តើ

ែរូយចះ្យេើយ ការអនវុ្ន្ក៍ារលាងឈាម ៦យម៉ាងមង្ គមឺានសារៈសខំ្នណ់ាស ់

សតមា្រត់្រយទសកពំងុអភវិឌ្ឍន៍ ។
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The	Dialysate	Purification	and	
Introduction of High Flux Dialyzers in 
Cambodia

1) Sovandy Chan, 1) Yim Sovannbophea MD, 1) Som 
Leakhena MD, 2) Hirokazu Matsubara, 2) Moe 
Kojima CE, 1, 2) Tomotaka Naramura CE, 1, 2) 
Haruki Wakai MD, 
1, 2) Toshihide Naganuma MD, 1, 2) Kenichi Kokubo 
PhD, 1, 2) Fumitaka Nakajima MD, 
1, 2) Toru Hyodo MD, 1, 2) Nobuhisa Shibahara MD, 
1, 2) Kazunari Yoshida MD, 
1, 2) Hideki Kawanishi MD, 1) Sabo Ojano MD

1) Cambodia-Japan Friendship Blood Purification 
Center, Sen Sok International University Hospital, 
Cambodia
2) NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International, 
Yokohama, Japan

[Background] 
  Dialysate purification systems have not been 
established in developing countries and so high 
flux dialyzers have not been introduced in such 
countries.  

[Purpose]
  The trial of dialysate purification systems in 
Cambodia.
[Methods and Results]
  Blood Purification Center of Sen Sok Inter-
national University (SSIU) Hospital was estab-
lished at March 1st in 2010. The dialysis was 
performed by using low flux dialyzers. At July in 
2011, the endotoxin(ET) measurements and 
bacterial counting of the tap water, reverse 
osmosis water and dyalysate were checked in 
order to reveal whether high flux dialyzers could 
be used or not. The results of dialysate ET were 
309, 246, 395 EU/mL and the bacterial counting 
were 800, 800, 900 cfu/mL. At July in 2013, the 
ET retentive filter (ETRF) was installed and the 
line after the ETRF was changed into the new 
one. Until December in 2013, no ET and bacteria 
were determined. We have started to use high 
flux dialyzers since December 14th in 2013. 
[Discussion]
  The equipment of the blood purification center 
of SSIU hospital is not old. So it is thought to be 
easier to perform dialysate purification. But the 
hints were grasped to perform dialysate puri-
fication in developing countries by these methods. 

A Simple Method of Dietary 
Management for Glycemic Control in 
Diabetic Hemodialysis Patients: The 
Usefulness of Basic Carbohydrate 
Counting

Toru Hyodo M.D., PhD 

Dialysis Center, Eijin Clinic, Hiratsuka, Japan
Department o f Urology , Ki tasato Univers i ty , 
Sagamihara, Japan

[Abstract]
Basic carbohydrate counting, a method used in 
the dietary management of diabetes, is based on 
the concept that the postprandial rise in blood 
glucose levels is primarily affected by ingested 
carbohydrates. In this method, patients are 
instructed to eat a consistent amount of carbo-
hydrates across their three daily meals to mini-
mize fluctuations in postprandial blood glucose 
levels. In the present study, 16 diabetic patients 
undergoing maintenance hemodialysis were 
instructed in basic carbohydrate counting and 
followed for 6 months to assess changes in their 
predialysis blood glucose, hemoglobin A1c , 

Hemoglobin, triglycerides, Potassium, Phos-
phorus, albumin, total cholesterol, high-density 
lipoprotein-Cho, low-density lipoprotein-Cho, 
protein catabolic rate, dry weight, body mass 
index, and the Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index. 
Furthermore, the relat ive contribution of 
carbohydrates to the daily total energy intake 
was evaluated in 6 patients who completed basic 
carbohydrate counting sessions. Predialysis blood 
glucose(189.1±87.9 to 132.4 ± 38.7 mg/dL), Hb-
A 1 c ( 7 . 6 3 ± 1 . 3 7 t o 6 . 5 8 ± 0 . 4 8 % ) , a n d T G 
(197.3±114.9 to 143.1±75.6 mg/dL) levels were 
significantly decreased from the pre-instruction 
values, but no marked changes were observed for 
the other parameters. The patients who had 
learnt basic carbohydrate counting had a mean 
carbohydrate intake of 51.0 ± 4.7% of the total 
energy per meal and did not consume low-carbo-
hydrate diets.
The results demonstrated that basic carbohydrate 
counting is a useful method of dietary manage-
ment for glycemic control that can be applied in-
dependently of, but concurrently with, the control 
of potassium and phosphorus intake in dietary 
therapy for dialysis patients.

ការចំលោវះ dialysate នងិការល្បើ្រាស ់dialyzer ខែលមានលហំូ
រ្្ពសក់្ននុង្បលេសកម្ពនុជា 

១) ចាន់ សវុណណឌើ MD,  ១) យមឹ ចាន់្ររូផា MD,  ១) ស ំលកខាណិា MD,  
២) េើរយ៉កូាស៊ាុ មាស៊ាបារា៉ា,     ២) យ៉៉  ករូជតីម៉ា CE,  ១,២) រ្ូម៉ាកាតា 
ណារា៉ាមុរា៉ា CE,  ១,២) ហារគិុ វា៉ា នក MD,  ១,២) រ្ូសើហាយ ណាហាក នុម៉ា MD, 
១,២) យកងអុើជិ កគុ្ុរុ PhD, ១,២) េវបូមើតាកា ណាកាយើម៉ា MD, ១,២) ្រូរុ េ្៉យបូែុ 
MD, ១,២) ណរូ្ររូេុើសា សុើហាបារា៉ា MD, ១,២) កាស៊ារូណារី យ៉រូសុើោ MD,  
១,២) េុើយឌគើ កាវា៉ា នើសុើ MD, ១) សា្ររូ អរូេសាណរូ MD

១) មជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមកម្នុជា-ជ្រ៉នុ, មន្ើរយពទ្យសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ដិសន
សខុ (SSIU), ភ្យំពញ, ត្រយទសកម្នុជា
២) អង្គការលាងឈាមអនរ្ជា្,ិ ្រូក្យបូ, ត្រយទសជ្រ៉នុ

លសចក្តើលផ្តមី
ត្រពន័្ធននការចយតមាះ dialysate មនិទានត់្រូវបានអនវុ្ន្ក៍្នុងត្រយទសកពំងុអ
ភវិឌ្ឍន៍ ។
ែរូយចះ្យេើយ dialyzer ដែលមានលេំរូរខស្ម់និទានត់្រូវបានយត្រើតបាសក់្នុងត្រយទ
សទំាងយនាះយ�ើយ ។

លោលបណំង
ការសាកល្ងយត្រើតបាសត់្រព័ន្ធននការចយតមាះ dialysate។  

វិធើស្្ស្ត នងិ លេ្ធផល
មជ្ឈមណ្លលាងឈាមកម្នុជា-ជ្រ៉នុរ្រសម់ន្ើរយពទ្យសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ិ
ដសនសខុត្រូវបាន្រយងកត្ី យ�ើងក្នុងន្ងៃទើ១ ដខមនិា  ឆំ្្២០១០។ 
ការលាងឈាមគែឺយំណើរការរោយយត្រើ dialyzer ដែលមានលេំរូរទា្រ។ 
ក្នុងដខកកកោ ឆំ្្២០១១ ការវាស្់ររមិាណ endotoxin នងិការរា្រច់នំនួ 
បាកយ់្រកី្នុងទកឹម៉ាសុើន, ទកឹ reverse អរូស្មបូសុើស នងិ dialysate ត្រូវបានយធវើ
យែតីម្ើ្រញ្្ជ កព់ើលទិ្ធភាពននការយត្រើតបាស ់dialyzer ដែលមានលេំរូរខស្ ់។ 
លទ្ធផ្លននការវាស្់ររមិាណ endotoxin គឺ ៣០៩, ២៤៦, ៣៩៥EU/ml។ 
លទ្ធផ្លននការរា្រច់នំនួបាកយ់្រគីឺ ៨០០, ៨០០, ៩០០cfu/ml។ ក្នុងដខកកកោ 
ឆំ្្ ២០១៣ ចយំរាះ endotoxin (ETRF) ត្រូវបាន្យំ�ើង នងិដខ្ស្រនព្ើ 
ETRF ត្រូវបានផាលេ ស្់រ្បូរ្្មតី ។ រេរ្ូ មកែល់
ដខធ្បូោ្ម ន endotoxin នងិបាកយ់្រតី្រូវបានរកយ�ើញយទ ។ 
យយើងបានចា្រយ់ផ្្តីមយត្រើតបាស ់dialyzer ដែលមានលេំរូរខស្ច់ា្រព់ើន្ងៃទើ១៤ 
ដខធ្បូ ឆំ្្២០១៣។

ការពភិាកសា
ឧ្រករណស៍តមា្រយ់ត្រើតបាសក្់នុងការលាងឈាមយៅក្នុងមជ្ឈមណ្លរ្រសម់ន្ើរយព
ទ្យសាកលវទិយាលយ័អនរ្ជា្ដិសនសខុ មនិទានម់ានភាពចាសយ់ទ ។ 
ែរូយចះ្យេើយការចយតមាះ dialysate មានភាពង្យតសលួ 
យេើយពកួយយើងបានយធវើការចយតមាះ dialysate យោយយត្រើ dialyzer 
ដែលមានលេំរូរខស្។់ 
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Nevertheless, recent data suggested that mineral 
abnormalities develop and affect the progression 
of CKD and cardiovascular risk from the early 
phase of CKD without abnormal laboratory data. 
Mechanisms include the formation of calciprotein 
particles and the effects of increased FGF23. Ac-
cumulation of uremic toxins is another risk for 
CKD patients, which is not routinely tested. Ure-
mic toxins cause oxidative stress in cells, and also 
promote DNA methylation in important genes.

Anemia Management for CKD

Hideki Kawanishi MD, 

Tsuchiya General Hospital / Faculty of Medicine, Hi-
roshima University, Hiroshima Japan, 
NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International, 
Japan

[Renal anemia]
In patients with chronic kidney disease, normo-
chromic normocytic anemia mainly develops from 
decreased renal synthesis of erythropoietin.  The 
anemia becomes more severe as the glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR) progressively decreases. No 
reticulocyte response occurs, red blood cell sur-
vival is decreased and there is an associated in-
creased bleeding tendency due to uremic-induced 
platelet dysfunction. Renal anemia refers to ane-
mia caused by decreased renal EPO-producing 
capacity due to renal disease. Other causes of re-
nal anemia include shorter lifespan of red blood 
cells, hyporesponsiveness of erythroid progenitor 
cells to EPO, and residual blood in the dialysis 
blood circuit in hemodialysis (HD) patients.
[ESA therapy] 
ESA therapy in patients undergoing HD in GL 
should target an Hb level of 10 to 11 g/dL at the 
beginning of the week. Hb levels exceeding 12 g/
dL should be the criteria for dose reduction or in-
terruption of ESAs. Moreover, Hb levels exceed-
ing 13 g/dL should be the criteria for dose reduc-
tion or interruption of ESAs. 

[Conclusion]
The time taken for ESA treatment to be effective 
will depend on individual patient factors, such as de-
gree of anemia, degree of kidney disease and pres-
ence of other adverse factors - eg, iron deficiency.

CKD Screening Program in Japan
--- Activities of IKEAJ ---

Nobuo Ito and Susumu Takahashi
International Kidney Evaluation Association Japan 
(IKEAJ)

IKEAJ which was founded in 2005 has performed 
three main activities; (1) international activity, 
(2) education and public relations activity and (3) 
health checkup activity.  
As the health checkup activity, IKEAJ started 
the Japanese version of Kidney Early Evaluation 
Program (KEEP JAPAN) in 2006, one of the 
charge-free detection programs for chronic kidney 
disease (CKD), following the National Kidney 
Foundation (NKF) in the United States.  
The characteristics of KEEP JAPAN are:
1. The participants are targeted to the population 

with history of diabetes or hypertension, or 
family history of diabetes, hypertension, or kid-
ney disease.

2. Yearly follow-up examination is available for 
the participants.

3. Participants can be referred to nephrologists if 
they have CKD.

As of December 2014, more than 7,800 people 
participated in this program, cumulatively.  The 
prevalence of CKD was as high as 25.2% among 
the participants of KEEP JAPAN, which was 
much higher than that among general population 
reported by other programs, and approximately 
10% of participants with CKD were categorized 
in the very high risk for prognosis in KDIGO clas-
sification.  The history of diabetes, history of hy-
pertension, history of cardiovascular disease, old-
er than 60 years of age, obesity, poor control of 
blood pressure were the significant risk factors 

Principles and Methods of 
Hemodialysis

Kenichi Kokubo, PhD 

Kitasato University School of Allied Health Sciences, 
Kanagawa, Japan
NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International, 
Japan

Hemodialysis is used to treat patients with end-
stage renal failure and to substitute patient’s kid-
ney functions. Extracorporeal circulation is carried 
out during hemodialysis therapy, which enables us 
to modify blood taken out from the body, i.e., to re-
move toxins from the blood and to correct electro-
lyte concentration and pH of the blood.
Dialyzer is the main component of the hemodialy-
sis therapy in which mass transfer between blood 
and dialysis fluid through the dialysis membrane 
occurs based on diffusion and filtration. During 
hemodialysis, uremic toxins accumulated in the 
blood are removed, and electrolyte concentration 
and pH are corrected. Dialysis efficiency depends 
on many factors. From an engineering point of 
view, important determinants of dialysis efficien-
cy include operating conditions such as blood flow 
rate and dialysate flow rate, membrane area, and 
solute permeability of the dialysis membrane. It 
is important to know how operating conditions af-
fect dialysis efficiency.
To safely carry out dialysis therapy, the dialysis 
machine should be capable of controlling extra-
corporeal circulation, fluid removal rate, temper-
ature, and dialysis fluid concentration; monitor-
ing blood pressure in the circuit; and detecting 
bubbles in the blood circuit and blood leakage 
from the dialyzer. 

Nipro Corporation Industrial Seminar:
Dialysis Machine & Medical Devices of 
Nipro Corporation

Kaname Sadahiro (Mr.) 

Nipro Corporation
General Manager
Products Sales And DevelopmentΙΙ

Nipro continues to develop and provide products 
and technologies required by people around the 
world, to fulfill their wishes to be healthy.
In this seminar, We mainly introduce Nipro’s cor-
porate profile and medical devices for dialysis 
treatment; two kinds of dialyzers (triacetate 
dialyzer and polyether-sulfone dialyzer,) arterio-
venous fistula needle, Blood tubing set, and dialy-
sis machine .

Prevention and Management of 
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)

Masafumi Fukagawa, MD, PhD

Professor of Medicine, Tokai University School of 
Medicine, Isehara, Japan

CKD is a globally popular disease. Because no 
subjective symptoms develop until the end stage, 
early screening and regular follow-up are ex-
tremely important processes for the recognition 
and appropriate management of the disease. Rou-
tine screening tests usually include dipstick and 
eGFR. Considering the cost effectiveness and lo-
cal economical state, target populations should be 
determined carefully. AFCKDI has already pub-
lished recommendations for early detection for 
Asian countries. During follow-up, further refer-
ral from primary care physician to nephrologists 
may be needed.
In addition to specific therapies depending on the 
cause, supportive cares such as management of 
hypertension and hyperkalemia are mandatory. 
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for the prevalence of CKD.
By the yearly follow-up results, changes in life-
style such as cessation of smoking, weight control 
and periodical follow-up by home doctor could 
prevent the progression of kidney disease. 
In conclusion, KEEP JAPAN by IKEAJ is an es-
tablished health checkup system targeting the 
detection of CKD as well as metabolic syndrome, 
dyslipidemia and diabetes.  Blood pressure con-
trol and improvement of lifestyle are important 
for the prevention of CKD progression.

The Role of Clinical Engineer as a 
Profession

Moe Kojima, C.E.1), 2), 3)
Tomotaka Naramura, C.E., Ph.D. 1), 3)

Japan Association for Clinical Engineers 1)
Tokai University Oiso Hospital 2)
NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International 3)

In Japan, the Clinical Engineers Act for clinical 
engineers was established in 1987 because of the 
use of various medical equipment in the develop-
ment of medical engineering. In recent years, a 
national license for clinical engineers was estab-
lished, thus highlighting the importance of safety 
and efficiency. 
Thirty years have passed since the establishment 
of the Clinical Engineers Act, and approximately 
35,000 people have obtained the national license 
until now. It is specified by the law that “A clini-
cal engineer can operate, maintain, and inspect 
life support equipment under the direction of a 
physician.” Life support equipment is intended to 
replace or assist some of the functions related to 
a person’s breathing, circulation, and metabolism. 
In general, it refers to a mechanical ventilator, 
anesthetic machine, heart-lung machine, or dialy-
sis machine. Clinical engineers work in various 
fields, being active in many locations such as the 
dialysis room or operating room.
The best feature of clinical engineers in Japan is 

that they are able to administer medical care to 
patients. For example, in the blood purification 
treatment, a clinical engineer can be puncture to 
shunt vascular, monitor during treatment, and 
return blood to the patient. Clinical engineers 
perform not only maintenance of the equipment 
but also propose methods of dialysis fluid purifi-
cation and new dialysis treatments by taking ad-
vantage of their highly specialized field. The sig-
nificance of a clinical engineer in the current 
medical practice that requires a medical care 
team is greatly increasing. With the improvement 
of medical technology worldwide, I think that 
there will be a requirement of staff similar to Ja-
pan’s clinical engineers, with knowledge of medi-
cal and engineering fields in order to fulfill so-
phisticated and complicated needs.
I hope this presentation will help you to under-
stand the professional role of a clinical engineer.

Dialysis	Fluid	Purification

Tomotaka Naramura, C.E., Ph.D. 1), 2), 3)
Moe Kojima, C.E. 1), 3)

Japan Association for Clinical Engineers1)
Department of Medical Engineering, Faculty of Health 
Sciences, JUNSHIN GAKUEN UNIVERSITY 2)
NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International 3)

Quality assurance in the purification of dialysis 
fluid is a vital component of dialysis treatments. 
The response from toll-like receptors to produce 
cytokines is a known result of dialysis fluid hav-
ing been contaminated by bacterial endo-toxins 
during dialysis treatment. Inflammation during 
hemo-dialysis treatment, which may be a result 
of contaminated dialysis fluid, has contributed to 
the rise in Malnutrition Inflammation Arterio-
sclerosis (MIA) syndrome becoming problematic. 
For quality assurance of dialysis fluids, proper 
water management is vital. Both scheduled and 
random water quality testing needs to be man-
aged alongside equipment maintenance, such as 

the endotoxin retentive filter (ETRF) and the dai-
ly requirements of the reverse osmotic (RO) dis-
tribution network for quality conformity.
The installation of an ETRF is easy and safe step 
in the purification of dialysis fluid. However, the 
existence of smaller endotoxins and fine structure 
of bacterial cell can pass through the ETRF, 
hence the need to systematically purify the net-
work, with the RO distribution systems first.
This presentation focuses on the importance of 
quality assurance and the problems faced in the 
production process of dialysis fluid, highlighted 
by the strategy of Cambodia dialysis facility.

Long-hour Hemodialysis

Kanenori Maeda, Yuki Maeda

The department of Urology and Nephrology, Maeda 
Clinic, Nagasaki, Japan.

[Background]
The hemodialysis medical care system evolves 
day by day, as symbolized by the improvements 
of hemodialysis equipment, of dialyzer’s quality, 
of dialysate purification, and of the biocompatibil-
ity of devices. Renal replacement therapy has ac-
cumulated a lot of experiences and treatments for 
a variety of complications, including drug thera-
pies is certainly progress. 
The functions of the kidneys are “filtration”, “re-
absorption” and “endocrine.”  On the other hand, 
the functions of hemodialysis are “diffusion”, 
“convection” and “adsorption.” These very simple 
principles have not changed at all in 60 years to 
the present day from the early days of hemodialy-
sis. Hemodialysis is not as adequate as the kid-
neys. 
Our normal kidneys work 24 hours a day. How-
ever, conventional hemodialysis is performed only 
12 hours a week. At the present stage, insuffi-
cient hemodialysis care system (hemodialysis 
shortage) should not be accepted at least, since 
the upper limit of the hemodialysis dosage is not 

shown. 
[Contents]
I will introduce data from DOPPS that is the 
Dialysis Outcomes and Practice Patterns Study 
from 11 countries and areas. DOPPS is a prospective 
cohort study of in–center hemodialysis patients. In 
this study, when treatment time was 30 minutes 
longer per one session, we recognized improvement 
in all-cause mortality, the rate of sudden death, risk 
of any hospitalization, risk of cardiovascular 
hospitalization and the risk of hospitalization due 
to chronic heart failure or fluid overload.
Additionally, I will show data from the Japanese 
Society for Dialysis Therapy Renal Data Registry 
(JRDR). A huge observational cross-sectional 
study from JRDR was conducted to determine the 
relationship between the treatment time and 
some objectives. In this study, as the treatment 
time becomes longer per one session, Kt /V urea, 
the control of serum phosphate levels and nPCR 
(normalized protein catabolic rate) are improving. 
As the treatment time becomes longer, the reduc-
tion rate of serum β2MG levels, the serum albu-
min levels and blood hemoglobin levels increases.
[Conclusion]
Long-hour hemodialysis is meaningful.

The Nutritional Assessment of Dialysis 
Patients using a Malnutrition-
Inflammation	Score	(MIS)

1) Minoru Ito, 1) Ikuto Masakane, 2) Yumiko Seino

1) Dept. of Nephrology and Dialysis Center, 2) Dept. 
of Nutritional Care, Yabuki Hospital, Yamagata, 
Japan

[Background and Purpose]
Most of the dialysis patients present signs of mal-
nutrition at the initiation of dialysis therapy.  
Nutritional assessment of dialysis patients is 
very important because nutritional status of dial-
ysis patient is correlated with their increased 
morbidity and mortality.  Several factors, such as 
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chronic inflammation, accumulation of ureic tox-
ins, aging, dietary restriction, etc. could influence 
dialysis patients’ nutritional status.  MIS is re-
ported by Kalantar-Zadeh in 2001 as an assess-
ment tool of malnutrition inflammation complex 
syndrome of dialysis patients.  In this presenta-
tion, we repot our usage experiments and the effi-
cacy of MIS.
[Methods]
We analyzed the MIS data of 144 patients with 
hemodialysis (HD) therapy (male 89, female 55).  
A mean age was 64.7 ± 13.5 years.  All patients 
we-re classified into three subgroups correspond-
ing to each score, normal nutritional group (MIS 
0-3), mildly impaired group (MIS 4-7), severely 
impaired group (MIS over 8) respectively.  The 
survival rates were compared among the three 
groups using the Kaplan-Meier analysis.  
The prognostic factors were analyzed using the 
multivariable logistic regression analysis
[Results]
Three year survival rates of the normal group, 
the mildly impaired group and severely impaired 
group were 100%, 91% and 68% respectively.  
And we found a significant difference in the mor-
tality between the severely impaired group and 
the other two groups with a Log-Rank test.  The 
prognostic factors of HD patients were the total 
point of MIS and the patient’s age.
[Discussion]
MIS is a comprehensive and quantitative nutri-
tional assessment tool and consists of 10 compo-
nents (medical history, physical examination, 
body mass index and laboratory parameters, etc.).  
According to the scores of each component, we 
can design therapeutic intervention for patients 
with malnutrition.  Interestingly, each compo-
nent of MIS was not independent prognostic fac-
tor by itself.  However the total point of MIS was 
a significant predictive index for prognosis.  Com-
prehensive, multidirectional and multi-factorial 
assessment is very important.  MIS is powerful 
tool for nutritional assessment of dia-lysis pa-
tients.

Vascular Access

Toshihide Naganuma1,2)

1) Department of Urology, Osaka City University 
Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
2) NGO Ubiquitous Blood Purification International, 
Japan

Vascular access (VA) is an essential component of 
dialysis treatment, and performing a successful 
VA procedure is critical for a favorable patient 
prognosis and quality of life. The most basic VA 
procedures are internal shunts (arteriovenous fis-
tula; AVF), which have fewer complications and a 
patency rate higher than those of arteriovenous 
grafts (AVG) and catheters. In Asian patients 
who have less morbid obesity compared to Euro-
pean and American patients, AVF procedures are 
relatively easier to perform. We therefore should 
learn and master these procedures and be pre-
pared for the various complications of AVF. In 
addition, these surgical tech-niques can be ap-
plied to AVG procedures. In this session, I will 
show you a video of the AVF procedure we use at 
our institution. I will also show you a video of the 
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) 
procedure we use for the long-term patency of 
AVF which has increasingly become necessary in 
recent years.
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យយើងខ្ញុំនឹងទទួលបាននរូវសិទ្ធយធវើការ្្ចមលេង ដចកចាយ យផ្ញតីរជាសាធារណៈ ្រកដត្រ និងដកសតមួលយផ្្សងៗ 

បានទរូទំាងពិភពយលាក ក្នុងកំ�នុងយពលដែលបានតពមយតពៀងមួយ ។ យោងយៅតាម្រទ្រ្្ញ្ិ្ ក្នុងករណើដែល 

អ្កនិពន្ធ ចង់ផ្្លស់ិទ្ធនិពន្ធយអាយអ្កែនទ ត្រូវមកសុកំារអនុញ្្ញ ្ិពើតកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងជាខ្ញុំមុនសិន ។

 4.   សារណាដែលត្រូវបាន្រកដត្រ និង ដកសតមួលយោយតកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងខ្ញុំនឹងត្រូវបានរកសាសិទ្ធតគ្រ់ោ៉ងយោយ 

តកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងខ្ញុំ ។ មាតតាទើ២៨ស្ើពើចបា្រ់រកសាសិទ្ធរ្រសត់្រយទសជ្រ៉ុន និង 

ចបា្រ់រកសាសិទ្ធរ្រសត់្រយទសយផ្្សងៗមិនត្រូវបានអនុវ្្ិយ�ើយ យ្រើសិនជាោ្ម នការយលត់ពមពើតកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងខ្ញុំតាម 

រយៈលាយលកខាណអ៍ក្សរជាមុនយនាះយទ គឺមិនអនុញ្្ញ ្ិយអាយ អ្កនិពន្ធ យកសារណាដែលបានដកសតមួលរួចយៅ 

តកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងខ្ញុំយកយៅយបាះពុម្យៅទស្សនាវែ្តីែនទយនាះយទ ។

 5.   អ្កនិពន្ធ មិនអាចជំទាសយ់ៅនឹងការ្រកដត្រ ឬការដកសតមួលននសារណាដែលតកុមេ៊ាុនយយើងបានយធវើយ�ើយ ។

 6.   អ្កនិពន្ធត្រូវធានាថា សារណាដែលបានសរយសរ មិនស្ថិ្យៅយតកាមការរកសារសិទ្ធរ្រសអ់្កែនទ 

ក៏ែរូចជា្រ៉ះពាលែ់លក់ិ្្ិយស សិទ្ធិផ្ាលខ់លេលួន ឯកជនភាព និងសិទ្ធិយផ្្សងយទៀ្រ្រសអ់្កែនទយ�ើយ ។ តកុមអ្ក 

តសាវតជាវដផ្្កយវជ្ជសាតស្ត្រូវដ្យធវើតាមយសចក្ើត្រកាសរ្រសទ់ើតកុង Helsinki និង ពិចារណាវិជា្ជ ជតីវៈត្រក្រយោយ

តកមសើលធម៍ ។ 

ការពិយសាធន៍យៅយលើស្វត្រូវយធវើយ�ើងយៅក្នុងដ្រ្រ្រទមួយដែលផ្្លក់ារយកចិ្ដាទុកោក់យៅយលើការការពារស្វ ។ 

ក្នុងករណើអ្្ថ្រទដែលបានសរយសរមានជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងអ្្ថត្រយោជន៍រ្រស្់រុគ្គល ឬ អង្គការ ឬ 

តកុមេ៊ាុនយនាះ អ្កនិពន្ធត្រូវសរយសរ្រញ្្ជ ក់អំពើអ្្ថត្រយោជន៍ ឬ ផ្ល្រ៉ះពាលដ់ែលអាចយកើ្មានទំាងយនាះ 

យៅក្នុងអ្្ថ្រទដែលបានសរយសរផ្ងដែរ។

 7.   អ្កនិពន្ធ អាចយកសារណាដែលបានត្រកាសរួចនាឯសិកាខា សិលាឬទស្សនាវែ្តីយផ្្សងៗមកោក់បាន ។ ក៏្រ៉ុដន្ 

ក្នុងករណើចំនុចមួយចំនួនដែលបានសរយសរយៅក្នុងសារណាដែលបានោក់ជរូន 

មានអ្្ថន័យែរូចោ្ខ្លេំ ងយៅនឹងសារណាដែលបានយចញផ្សាយរួចរាលយ់ៅក្នុងទស្សនាវែ្តីែនទយនាះ អ្កនិពន្ធ ត្រូវ

ពិនិ្្យយអាយចបាសយ់ោយផ្ាលជ់ាមួយនឹង្រទ្រ្្ញ្្ិននការចុះផ្សាយក៏ែរូចជា្រទ្រញ្្ជ ននការចរូលរួមសិកាខា សិលា 

ឬត្រូវយធវើការទនំាក់ទនំងជាមុនយៅកាន់ម្ាសយ់ែតីមននសារណាក្នុងករណើចំាបាច់យែតីម្ើយធវើការសុអំនុញ្្ញ ្ិសតមង ់

អ្្ថ្រទ ក្នុងយោល្រំណងយជៀសវាងការរំយលាភ្រំពានយលើតកមសើលធម៍ននការតសាវតជាវ ។ យលើសពើយនះ អ្កនិពន្ធ 

ត្រូវសរយសរយអាយបានចបាសព់ើត្រភពដែលបានែកតសង់ែរូចជា យឈា្ម ះយសៀវយៅ យឈា្ម ះអ្កនិពន្ធ 

ន្ងៃយចញផ្សាយ និង ទពំ័រជាយែតីមផ្ងដែរ ។

 8.   ទស្សនាវែ្តីរ្រសយ់យើងខ្ញុំ មិនយធវើការហាមតបាម អ្កនិពន្ធ ពើការយកសារណាយៅយចញផ្សាយយៅទស្សនាវែ្តីែនទ

យ�ើយ ។ ក៏្រ៉ុដន្ យយើងខ្ញុំសរូមជតមា្រផ្ងដែរថា សារណាដែលោក់ជរូនទស្សនាវែ្តីយយើងខ្ញុំយេើយ 

អាចនឹងមិនអាចចុះផ្សាយម្ងយទៀ្យៅតកុមេ៊ាុនទស្សនាវែ្តីយនាះយទ ។ មយា៉ា ងវិញយទៀ្ 

យយើងក៏សរូម្រញ្្ជ ក់ផ្ងដែរថា ក្នុងករណើអ្កនិពន្ធយកសារណាមកោក់ជរូនយយើងខ្ញុំ យធវើយអាយសារណាែដែល

យនាះមិនអាចយកយៅផ្សាយក្នុងទស្សនាវែ្តីែនទ យយើងខ្ញុំមិនទទួលខុសត្រូវយ�ើយ ។  

 9.   ការយតជតីសយរើសសារណា យធវើយ�ើងយោយការវាយ្នមលេពើគណៈកមា្ម ធិការយរៀ្រចំការយបាះពុម្ផ្សាយ 

យោយមានការពិនិ្្យយ�ើងវិញជាមុន ។  

10.   សារណាដែលបានោក់ជរូនយេើយមិនអាចែកវិញបានយនាះយទ ។

11.   ការដក្តមរូវរ្រសអ់្កនិពន្ធអាចយធវើយ�ើងបានដ្ម្ង្រ៉ុយណាណ ះតាមកាល្ររិយច្ទកំណ្់ដែលបានយស្ើ។ អ្កនិពន្ធ 

អាចដក្តមរូវបានក្នុងករណើបា្់ពាក្យ ឬ ខុសអកាខា វិរុទ្ធ្រ៉ុយណាណ ះ ។ មិនត្រូវសរយសរ្រដន្ថមយនាះយទ ។

12.    1) សារណាត្រូវសរយសរយោយយត្រើកុំព្យបូទ័រ ។ 

 2) ត្រូវយត្រើខ្្្ A4 ្រ្្ឈរ និង មានគំលា្សមតស្រ ។

13.   ទំាងអ្កនិពន្ធ និង តកុមេ៊ាុននឹងមិនត្រូវបាន្រង់តបាក់សតមា្រ់ការយបាះពុម្ភផ្សាយយៅក្នុងទស្សនាវែ្តីយនាះយទ ។

14.   សរូមយកសារណារ្រសអ់្កមកោក់ជរូនតាមរយៈអាស័យោឋា នខ្ងយតកាម : 

Reiseikai Media (Cambodia) Co.,Ltd.
18/F Canadia Tower, No.315, Ang Doung St,

Corner Monivong Blvd, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

E-mail:




